
PRACTICE 1
Propositions



Women in science
■ ? To what extent does science suffer from a poor image and what does it tell us 

about gender equality?

1. The mutating image of science

– « uncool image of science w/ Japanese girls » → science no longer presented

as « nerdy » (very rational world + STEM everywhere in computers, cars, etc.)

Note: STEM = science, technology, engineering and mathematics

– HW easy to get used to what science does without wanting to understand (cf

car engines & mechanics, computers & coding despite Scratch)

– Promotion of science ++ in the media (cf The Imitation Game, Hidden Figures).

– Women in STEM fields: + and + visible & many org° to encourage them

(Women in STEM/Girls Who Code/StemBox/the UNESCO pgm TeachHer)

Transition: Pb w/ senior positions in STEM fields especially (cf « falling % with each

step up the career ladder ») → women in senior positions?



2. What is women’s representation in senior positions overall?

– Low representation on executive committees: 27% in FTSE 100 BUT 16% in

FTSE350 → high-performing companies stand out.

– Low repr° at the head of states: only 25 female heads of state (out of over 

200)

– Gender pay gap: ~30% worldwide

■ Issue addressed (cf great inquiry in the UK to force companies to disclose their

gender pay gap, battles for gender equality won as in Glasgow)

■ HW still widening in some places (cf as 1/3 of Whitehall’s dpts)

Transition: What other factors come into play? « shoulder the lion’s share of child care

and housework »



3. Gender equality in 2019

– Uneven distribution of housework (2016, UK, done by 60% of women, worth

$1,6tn/yr) but improvement (concept of « mental load » made popular, 

reduction in the gender gap over 50 years worldwide, esp, in the US: ÷ 3, in 

Canada: ÷ 2.5)

– Childcare: still a pb in the US (cf controversy over Gov, Gavin Newsom’s

proposal for a 6-month paid parental leave and how employers see it.)

– Nothing is to be taken for granted:

■ Brazil = among the most progressive countries in 2017 but Bolsonaro’s election in 

2018 (cf Ministry of Women, Family and Aborigines → women should be mothers) 

+ claim that some women are too ugly to be raped



■ Conclusion

– Science = poor image but improving + gender equality improving

– Need to keep encouraging women to study (cf the UN’s Sustainable

Development Goals: Quality education + gender equality)

– Careful not to lose sight of what kind of society we want to create (cf extremist

views) // The US = an almost all-male Senate voted to ban abortion in Alabama

– //Need to stress how important diversity is as a whole and stop pitting people 

against each other (cf women in India: when jobs were created, giving them

primarily to men seemed legitimate)





Fiche de situation

■ You are a student who wishes to go on ERASMUS to the UK in 2020.

■ Your examiner is the Head of the International Relations Department of the 

university you want to attend.


